TERMS AND CONDITIONS

By signing for this rental book, I agree to the following terms and conditions:

1. I understand the rental textbook is the property of the Brown University Bookstore. I accept the responsibility to use the materials and return them to the Brown University Bookstore in resalable condition. **I will return rented materials** to the Brown University Bookstore at 244 Thayer St, Providence, RI on or before close of business on the rental return date of 12/21/2018 (or last day of final exams).

2. I am fully responsible for the return of the rented materials in salable condition and for payment of fees and/or replacement costs if the rented materials are lost, stolen, or returned in unsalable condition (as determined by Brown Bookstore staff). Salable condition is defined as no damage to the book: spine is intact and all component parts of the book are present (including all identifying stickers) and undamaged (no tears, water damage, etc.). Limited highlighting and writing in rental materials is permitted.

3. **Failure to Return:** If I fail to return the rented materials by the rental return date, an amount equal to the difference between the amount paid for the rental and the current cost of a new copy plus a $25.00 late return fee will be applied to my secured valid credit card or student account via my bookstore charge.

4. **Refund:** I may return the rented materials for a refund within the time frame in accordance with, the Brown University Bookstore’s specified return policies.

5. **Credit Card:** I must present a valid credit card at time of purchase to secure my rental.

6. I am at least 18 years of age, a currently enrolled Brown University student, and am entering this agreement of my own free will.

7. I have read and fully understand the provisions of this agreement, and completion of my rental transaction constitutes my acceptance of the agreement terms.

**Fall 2018 RENTALS ARE DUE BY 12/21/2018**